
 

 

  

        

              

             
   

               
         

   

              
    

        

              

             

  

          

               
   

          

21st Century Teaching and Learning  
Grade 4 - Global Connectivity Mystery Skype Activity 
Keewatin-Patricia District School Board 

[TEACHER AND STUDENTS IN CLASSROOM USING SKYPE.] 


[MUSIC]
 

TEXT ON SCREEN: 21st Century Teaching and Learning… Innovation in Ontario 


TEXT ON SCREEN: Grade 4 - Global Connectivity Mystery Skype Activity 
Keewatin-Patricia District School Board 

STUDENT: Hi, I’m McKenna. STUDENT: Hi, I’mRodrigo. 


STUDENT: And we’re going to play Mystery Skype!
 

NARRATOR: These grade four students are Skyping with a class in an unknown city.
 

MARTINE HERBERT: There is a Website called Skype in the Classroom, and we
 
registered our class on there, and you can just search for other classes to connectwith.
 

NARRATOR: The two classes take turns asking Yes or No questions in order to pinpoint
 
the other’s location. Usually, the first question is fairly broad.
 

STUDENT: Do you live in NorthAmerica? STUDENT: Yes!
 

NARRATOR: Then the students collaborate with their partners, and discuss with the class 

what they should ask. They’re encouraged to use an Atlas, Google Maps and the Internet
 
to come up with questions.
 

STUDENT: Does your state border Canada? STUDENT: Do you live on the east side of 

the U.S.? STUDENT: Does your state touch the Pacific Ocean?
 

NARRATOR: Every time they get an answer, Martine Herbert writes it on the board.
 

MARTENE HERBERT: They had given me the suggestion about writing it, because we
 
ended up asking the same question over and over again. And this way, they knew that 

they weren’t wasting their questions on something we’ve alreadyasked.
 

NARRATOR: The activity allowed for Martine to incorporate new pedagogies.
 

MARTENE HERBERT: This has been a big learning curve, to use this type of technology
 
in the classroom. Before, I had only ever Skyped withfamily.
 

NARRATOR: And it all started with some new change leadership.
 

MARTENE HERBERT: A teacher in our school had heard about Mystery Skype, but it 




                  
   

              
  

             

  

             
  

   

             
 

  

  

             
 

            
   

wasn’t going to work for her class. And she knew I was big into the technology, so she told 
me about it. 

NARRATOR: Martine fine-tuned the way she ran Mystery Skype in her class, by learning 
from other classes. 

MARTENE HERBERT: We took away questions that were really good, that helped them 
narrow in on us, and we took those questions, made a list and developed them, so that 
we could use them when we worked with another class. 

NARRATOR: She also encouraged the students to come up with questions based on 
things they were interested in. 

STUDENT: Does your state have an NHLteam? STUDENT: Yes. 

MARTENE HERBERT: I think you have to really trust your students. You have to develop 
a relationship with them, knowing that you don’t have to hold their hand the whole way 
through. When I first started, I basically controlled the whole thing, and helped formulate 
the questions, and now I know to back off and to let them come up with the questions. 
And if it’s not a great question, they’ll know rightaway when they’ve asked it. 

NARRATOR: As for assessment, she was able to evaluate several skills. 

MARTENE HERBERT: So, today, I was looking for them to be working productively 
together on solving the problem. And our other learning goal was to use the skills that we 
have learned in Social Studies, such as reading an atlas, searching a map, talking about 
different land forms and combining them all together to help us determine where the other 
school was from. 

TEXT ON SCREEN: This was a glimpse into an Ontario classroom that is part of a 
province-wide collaborative research study on effective technology-enables teaching and 
learning practices. 




